Abstract. Transition from the growth phase to the substorm expansion during a well-isolated substorm with a strong growth phase is investigated using a unique radial (THEMISlike) spacecraft constellation near midnight, including the probing of the tail current at ∼16 R E with Cluster, of the transition region at ∼9 R E with Geotail and Polar, and of the inner region at 6.6 R E with two LANL spacecraft. The activity development on both a global scale and near the spacecraft footpoints was monitored with global auroral images (from the IMAGE spacecraft) and the ground network. Magnetospheric models, tuned using in-situ observations, indicated a strong tail stretching and plasma sheet thinning, which included the growth of the near-Earth current (approaching 30 nA/m 2 ) and possible formation of a local B minimum in the neutral sheet (∼5 nT) at ∼10-12 R E near the substorm onset. However, there were no indications that the substorm onset was initiated just in this region. We emphasize the rather weak magnetic and plasma flow perturbations observed outside the thinned plasma sheet at Cluster, which could be interpreted as the effects of localized earthward-contracting newly-reconnected plasma tubes produced by the impulsive reconnection in the midtail plasma sheet. In that case the time delays around the distinct substorm onset are consistent with the activity propagation from the midtail to the inner magnetosphere. A peculiar feature of this substorm was that 12 min prior to this distinct onset, a clear soft plasma injection to the GEO orbit was recorded which has little associated effects both in the ionosphere and in the transition region at ∼9 R E . This pseudo-breakup was probably due to either a localized ballooning-type activity or Correspondence to: V. A. Sergeev (victor@geo.phys.spbu.ru) due to the braking of a very narrow BBF whose signatures were also recorded by Cluster. This event manifested the (previously unknown) phenomenon, a strong tail overloading (excessive storage of magnetic energy) contrasted to the modest energy dissipation and plasma acceleration, which are both discussed and interpreted as the consequences of cold/dense and thick pre-substorm plasma sheet which often occurs after the long quiet period. The lessons of using the radial spacecraft configurations in substorm onset studies are also discussed.
Introduction
There are few areas of general agreement concerning the development of the substorm and mechanisms involved into this transition from the growth phase to the expansion phase. There seems to be a consensus that the growth of the tail current in the midtail and inner tail regions provides the main free energy source and forms the conditions for the instability to grow explosively. Since the first two International Substorm Conferences many observational facts were presented to show that the breakup and substorm expansion (may) start deep inside of the closed plasma sheet tubes and that the transition region (7-12 R E ) between the thin current sheet and the dipole-like magnetosphere is an important player in the substorm process (e.g. Kennell (1992) ). Later, the large statistical surveys obtained with the Geotail spacecraft provided strong evidence that at substorm onset the magnetic reconnection starts typically at 20-25 R E distance in the midtail (Nagai et al., 1998) . Basic points of disagreement concern which process, magnetic reconnection, MR, at 20-25 R E , or the current disruption, CD, (generic name for yet unspecified instability in the transition region), starts first and how these regions communicate to each other. Some attempts have also been reported to incorporate/combine both mechanisms/regions to explain the (sometimes contradictory) observational data (see, e.g. Erickson et al., 2000 , and references therein). This fundamental problem -to identify the basic substorm instability (by its location, propagation and manifestations) -is one of the main goals of the forthcoming THEMIS project. Its key elements are: (1) a "radial" spacecraft configuration (which combines the direct probing of the near-Earth CD region with a cluster of 3 spacecraft positioned at ∼10 R E , the probing of midtail reconnection and its communication with the inner region with two spacecraft at 18 and 30 R E ) while (2) supporting them by an extensive ground station network to monitor the timing and location of activations. Similar radial configuration can partly (and rarely) be realized with the existing fleet of ISTP spacecraft (e.g. Slavin et al., 2002; Baker et al., 2002) .
Here we study a unique event, in which a well-isolated substorm was observed with Themis-like configuration in the region being conjugate to the initial auroral activation at substorm onset. The possibility to construct a sequence of magnetospheric models by adjusting them to the actual observations made by multiple spacecraft (rare experience) provide us with realistic current sheet parameters of the magnetotail, a reliable mapping and the knowledge of temporal evolution. In addition to addressing the timing and onset location issues, this event gives the valuable experience of working in such configurations, particularly when the key spacecraft are located outside the plasma sheet. Last but not least, the studied event displayed an interesting (previously not reported) feature, a strong overloading of the tail, which we have the advantage to study and discuss.
Observations

Survey of observations
The event on 8 September 2002 can well be one of the best textbook examples of a substorm due to its distinct character and unprecendent/excellent coverage by observations in all basic regions; see a summary in Fig. 1 . First of all, it was an isolated substorm preceded by >13 h of magnetic calm during a long period of northward-oriented IMF. As usual, the event was initiated by a IMF southward turning, arriving at the magnetopause around 20:00 UT, Fig. 1a and, subsequently, the irregular northward turning observed around 21:20 UT could play a role in triggering the substorm expansion, which also frequently occurs (e.g. Lyons et al., 2003) . The IMF variations shown by two solar wind monitors, ACE and Wind, are not quite similar, suggesting inhomogeneous solar wind structure; unreliable timing precludes any serious observation-based discussion of the triggering process in our case. The growth phase (starting after 20:15 UT, according to PC index and other ground and tail data) displayed a steady growth of the tail current and stretching of the tail configuration until 21:10-21:20 UT (Figs. 1c, d , discussed in more detail in the Sect. 3). During that time period, the enhanced convection is manifested as the growth of PC index (an indicator of polar cap convection, Fig. 1b) , of the westward electrojet (see SOD records in Fig. 1e ) and of the AE index (not shown here). The enhanced convection was also directly measured at two geostationary LANL spacecraft (see Sect. 2.3 below). The oval expansion with the gradual increase of precipitation was probed by the FUV auroral monitor at Image spacecraft (Sect. 2.2). The substorm (expansion phase) onset was consistently determined by auroral and ground magnetic observations (Sect. 2.2) to occur at ∼21:18 UT in the local time sector 22:00-24:00 MLT.
The mid-latitude activity according to magnetic ASY and SYM indices can be characterized as enhanced convection (ASY indices) in the growth phase without a clear depression of the SYM (proxy of D st ) index, probably masked by the enhanced solar wind dynamic pressure (peaked at ∼21:00 UT, not shown here). The SYM-index dropped from ∼-30 to -50 nT during the substorm expansion phase. The maximal electrojet intensity during the substorm was moderate, maximal disturbance amplitude at midnight (see SOD magnetogram) was about 300 nT and the peak AE index value was ∼400 nT. Figure 2 shows a unique constellation of basic spacecraft in this study. At 21:00 UT there were two geosynchronous LANL spacecraft (02 A and 01 A) at 02:00 and 22:00 MLT, correspondingly, to probe the inner magnetosphere around midnight. Another two spacecraft, Polar at [-8.8, -1.9, 1.8 ] R E and Geotail at [-8.8, 1.0, -1.3 ] (GSM coordinates are used everywhere), were in an ideal position (at the same radial distance, ∼9 R E and being separated by <3 R E both in Y and Z coordinate) to probe the current sheet on both sides, from the neutral sheet and from midnight. Four Cluster spacecraft separated by ∼2000 km from the tetrahedron barycenter (at [-16 .1, 0.4, 4.5] R E ) probed the northern boundary portion of the plasma/current sheets at midnight. Such configuration resembles the proposed THEMIS configuration by the cluster of 2 spacecraft at ∼9 R E (instead of 3 SC clustering at ∼11 R E ) and by the Cluster spacecraft at the intermediate distance (16 R E ) between the inner magnetosphere and the expected average magnetic reconnection region (at 20-25 R e ). With the Image magnetometer network (midnight at around 21:30 UT) probing the ionospheric currents near the spacecraft footpoints and global auroral images from IMAGE spacecraft, to our knowledge, this is the most closest analogy of the configuration expected to be realized in the THEMIS project.
2.2 Auroral and magnetic observations of the substorm onset and preceding pseudo-breakup
The FUV observations from the Image spacecraft allow one to monitor the global distribution of total precipitation (WIC camera) and of the proton precipitation (S12 instrument) on the nightside at ∼2-min time resolution (e.g. Mende et al., 2003) . The time variations of the auroral brightness integrated in 2-h wide MLT strips (Fig. 3a) indicate a smooth growth of the overall precipitation during the growth phase, with a clear brightness increase in the 22:00-24:00 MLT sector at ∼21:18 UT, which then expanded to the post-midnight sector after 21:22 UT. The sequence of images shows this brightening which occurs close to the expected footpoints of major spacecraft. This onset timing is supported by the magnetometer data. The latitudinal distribution of westward currents in Fig. 4 shows the results of the 1-D upward continuation of the ground magnetic perturbations (Mersmann et al., 1979; Vanhamaki et al., 2003) , which allows one to reconstruct at each time step the density distribution of the east-west equivalent ionospheric currents crossing the meridian of the IMAGE magnetometer network (midnight at ∼21:30 UT). A sharp change in (previously smooth) pattern is evident at 21:18 UT, first, as a structuring of the current density at Pi2 frequency and, then, as the intensity increase and poleward expansion of the westward current (around 21:24 UT). The Pi2 pulsations after 21:18 UT were also observed at the SAMNET magnetometer network (not shown) and even at mid-latitudes (at Crete station, courtesy by T. Bösinger). A notable feature is an unusually low latitude (∼61 • CGLat) of the breakup region, corresponding to the very expanded oval at that time.
Another notable feature is a fast equatorward shift after 21:00 UT followed by a weak intensity increase of the westward current at 21:06 UT (to less than 100 nT). The latter feature is later referred to as the pseudo-breakup and may be associated with the plasma injection to the geosynchronous orbit described in the next section. No distinct auroral brightening could be identified at that time in the FUV imager data.
Observations at the geosynchronous orbit
The geosynchronous plasma environment was monitored with two basic plasma instruments, MPA (covering electrons and protons below 45 keV) and SOPA (for energetic population above 50 keV). The most interesting information which came from MPA on two near-midnight spacecraft is displayed in Fig. 5 . Very clear growth phase signatures were recorded between 20:20 and 21:06 UT. First, the steady enhanced convection, established with mostly earthward (radial) convection at premidnight SC 01 A and sunward (eastward and earthward components) convection at the postmidnight spacecraft, has associated smooth increases of total plasma pressure at both spacecraft. A gradual change in electron anisotropy (from pancake-to cigar-shaped distribution) was also observed, as shown by increased T /T ⊥ . This is also a well-known manifestation of the growth phase interpreted as a consequence of enhanced drift-shell splitting due to the increased magnetic field stretching in the tail (Baker et al., 1978) . A proxy of the magnetic field orientation is given on the bottom plot, which indicates a slight stretching of the magnetic field at the spacecraft #02A (blue trace) during the growth phase.
This pattern was considerably perturbed at ∼21:06 UT. The pressure of energetic protons (electrons) was sharply enhanced at spacecraft 01 A (02 A) without a similar enhancement of the other component, indicating that protons observed at ∼22:00 LT and the electrons observed at ∼02:00 LT were probably injected near midnight, in between these two LT meridians. (A possibility still may be reserved that observed features could be the encounter of the sharp inner boundary of the proton (at 22:00 MLT) and electron (at 02:00 MLT) plasma sheet, although such coincidence looks improbable, unless these boundaries are suddenly shifted earthward, which again points to the necessity of an inward plasma injection in a wide MLT sector around midnight.) The previously existing, steady convection pattern was disrupted at that time. The electron anisotropy also changed sharply, but in the opposite direction at the two spacecraft: it returned to the isotropic distribution post-midnight, whereas it sharply increased pre-midnight, indicating a stretching of the enhanced magnetic field at ∼22:00 LT (consistent with a strong deviation of the anisotropy axis from the dipole field direction as shown at the bottom plot). Surprisingly, no comparable effects were seen in this energy range at these locations 12 min later, at the substorm onset.
In sharp contrast to these observations, the substorm has very tiny effects in the more energetic geosynchronous population (>50 keV) covered by the SOPA instrument, which is traditionally used to monitor the substorm-related injections. The only injection feature recorded at the onset was the drifting electron hole (DEH) observed at the post-midnight spacecraft 02A (Fig. 6 ), whose injection time (from tracing back energy dispersed arrival time) was estimated to be at 21:20:00 (±20 s) UT. It was followed by a small flux increase only in the lowest energy (50 keV) channel. 
PBU Onset
Observations in the transition region at ∼9 R E
To characterize the current sheet evolution, we plotted in the Fig. 1d the difference between the B X -components of the external magnetic field (the Earth dipole field subtracted from the total observed field) at Polar and Geotail spacecraft. Near midnight the difference characterizes the amount of the current in the horizontal slab (per unit length) between the two spacecraft, whose distance in Z was about 3 R E and which were on the opposite (N and S) sides from the neutral sheet. During the growth phase this quantity, B XEXT , changed from 30 to about 120 nT, indicating a strong growth of the current density in the transition region. Also, B Z decreased below the average level down to ∼10 nT. Soon after the substorm onset the B Z -components sharply increased and B XEXT decreased, indicating the disruption of this intense current, the standard signature of the substorm onset in the near-Earth tail region (e.g. Lui et al., 1992) .
To see in more detail the plasma and magnetic field dynamics around the pseudo-breakup and onset times, we plotted in Fig. 7 the spectrogram from the Polar HYDRA instrument, as well as the variations of the magnetic field and spacecraft potential at Polar and Geotail (the latter parameter decreases with the increasing electron flux and serves to characterize the plasma population; e.g. Laakso, 2002) . During that time both Polar (closer to the neutral sheet) and Geotail (near the plasma sheet boundary, consistent with their coordinates in Fig. 2 and the latter at a lower value of the spacecraft potential) stayed within the plasma sheet. Geotail exited shortly from the plasma sheet between 20:53 and 21:02 UT as a result of a transient northward tilt of the current sheet (consistent with the modeling results of Sect. 3.1 and Fig. 11 , top). No significant particle acceleration or magnetic field dipolarization was seen around the pseudo-breakup at either Polar or Geotail, except for the effects of fast plasma sheet thinning observed by Polar after 21:07 UT.
Around the substorm onset the earliest indication of activation was the sudden plasma sheet expansion at Polar at 21:17:40 UT, which was followed at both spacecraft a few minutes later by the B Z increase. The earliest changes in plasma parameters at Geotail (according to the spectrogram from the LEP instrument, not shown here) started not earlier than at 21:19:40, with strong energization evident at 21:22 UT. When interpreting the observations one should take into account localization and dynamics of activity with respect to the spacecraft location. Particularly, the Polar footpoint initially was outside (eastward, within 1h LT -see Fig. 3 ) of the bright auroras at the onset, and considerable plasma acceleration at Polar was not observed until 21:26 UT when the spacecraft footpoint was occupied by the bright auroras in the course of their eastward expansion.
Cluster observations at ∼16 R E
According to the CODIF spectrogram in Fig. 8 , the Cluster spacecraft were in a cold (T i ∼1−2 keV) plasma sheet at the beginning of the event. They exited from the plasma sheet at around 21:00 UT and returned back to the (considerably heated) plasma sheet after a series of transient encounters with hot boundary layer plasma between 21:37 and 22:10 UT. Outside the thinned proton plasma sheet, between 21:00 and 21:37 UT, they encountered continuously a considerable amount of cold (hundreds eV) oxygen ions (Fig. 8 ), flowing tailward with speeds of V x ∼−40. . .−60 km/s (Fig. 9 ). This cold oxygen (ionospheric outflow) beam is an excellent tool for diagnosing the relatively weak (tens km/s) cross-B motions of the lobe plasma tubes, as has recently been shown by Sauvaud et al. (2004) . The traces of V Z flows at two spacecraft (C1 and C4) in Fig. 9 varied similarly, suggesting a relatively large scale of these perturbations. This gives us an opportunity to CIS-1 : BLPS Lobe look at the flux tube perpendicular motions (together with magnetic variations recorded) to learn about the associated plasma sheet dynamics, while the spacecraft are staying outside of the plasma sheet. Near the substorm onset (since 21:17 UT and throughout the substorm expansion while Cluster was in the lobe plasma) one sees a series of negative V Z variations accompanied by positive B Z variations, suggesting some association between plasma tube convection toward the neutral sheet and magnetic dipolarization events. A similar sequence is noticed between 20:52 and 21:05 UT, i.e. prior to the pseudo-breakup. A correlation analysis (Fig. 9, bottom) shows in both cases the anticorrelation between δV Z and δB Z (CC ∼−0.6 even without removing the slow substormrelated B Z trends) which, in case of Alfvén waves, implies their earthward propagation. Moreover, the regression slope is nearly the same in both intervals (∼10 km/s/nT) which can be scaled to evaluate the earthward propagation speed as V X =(δV Z /δB Z ) BL ∼500 km/s for an Alfvén wave and using the lobe field BL=50 nT.
Let us look now in more detail into the variations in different components around substorm onset, which are shown in Fig. 10 . First, the component variations are similar at all spacecraft, indicating a relatively large scale of the structures (exceeding 3000 km spacecraft separation scale). Second, a small time shift exists from C4 to C1 for the first pulse shown in Fig. 10 (about a 6-8-s time delay when using cross-correlation), supporting earthward propagation at speeds of 500-700 km/s. There is a systematic phase shift between different components: the V Z and B Z variations anticorrelate each other with little phase shift evident, but the beginning of a positive δB Z (negative δV Z ) pulse corresponds to the maximum of B X -variation. Such quarterperiod phase shift between the components allows one to interpret them as localized earthward-contracting reconnected flux tubes (NFTEs) or the flux ropes, which will be discussed below. The more accurate determination of the horizontal velocity of the leading structure (centered at 21:17:22), using all components at all four Cluster spacecraft (obtained by the algorithm used in Slavin et al. (2003b) Nightside FTE structure (Sergeev et al.,PSS, 1992 , p.1551 PS expansion 3 Analysis of observations and discussion 3.1 NFTEs : What can be observed by the spacecraft being outside the plasma sheet?
SC
The typical situation for the spacecraft in the magnetotail at substorm onset (or near the reconnection region at any conditions) is that, due to severe thinning of the current sheet, the spacecraft finds itself outside the plasma sheet and can no longer diagnose directly the main product of the magnetic reconnection -the contracting reconnected plasma tubes carrying the fast-flowing and heated plasma. However the consequences of that process, specific perturbations with smaller amplitude, can be observed in the lobes. The most wellknown examples are the plasmoids or the flux ropes (see, e.g. Slavin et al., 2003a , for a description and references) which generate the well-known travelling compression regions (TCR) in the lobes. Other examples are the localized reconnected plasma tubes (or Nightside Flux Transfer Events, NFTEs, see Sergeev et al., 1992a , for the description of previous work and Fig. 10 ). Both objects have the propagating mesoscale (a few R E ) bulge-like perturbations of the plasma sheet, which create the B X -compression and bipolar perturbation in the normal (B Z ) component in the lobes near the plasma sheet. The major difference between the two objects is topological; the plasmoid/flux rope looks like a loop when viewing along the core axis (from the dusk flank), and it produces symmetric bipolar N/S variations in B Z . On the contrary, the NFTE has a unipolar closure (net reconnected flux) across the sheet and provides asymmetric B Z variation with a main (positive if observed earthward from the reconnection site) pulse preceded by a smaller negative pulse. (The latter pulse is created due to the specific wave perturbation launched by transient (pulse-like) reconnection, as shown in the theoretical models of transient reconnection (see Semenov et al., 2004 , for reference to theoretical models and Sergeev et al. (1987) , for comparison between model predictions and observations) . Empirical reconstruction of perturbations during transient plasma sheet expansions observed by ISEE-1 and 2 spacecraft separated in the Z direction gave the NFTE pattern (Sergeev et al., 1992a) shown at the bottom of Fig. 10 . Such a pattern explains the phase shifts between δB X and δB Z , the asymmetric (almost unipolar) character of B Z variation, and anticorrelation between δV Z and δB Z in agreement with the observations. A good quantitative agreement between predicted and observed variations has been recently demonstrated for our event by T. Penz and colleagues (T. Penz et al., 2005 1 ). Based on these results we interpret the positive δB Z (accompanied by negative δV Z ) pulses as the propagated products of pulsed magnetic reconnection. If so, it implies that a series of ∼1-min-long reconnection pulses (or a few X-O-pairs transported earthward, if one prefers the flux rope interpretation) was generated at substorm onset, at a distance r>16 R E , tailward of the Cluster location. The earliest indication of onset time at the Cluster location could then be defined at 21:16:40 UT (Fig. 10) when B X and V Z start to increase before the main negative V Z pulse (and positive B Z pulse) was observed.
Tail current sheet dynamics on the large scale
The adaptive modeling approach (e.g. Kubyshkina et al., 1999) allows one to apply the model functions used in standard magnetospheric models (here from the T89 model; Tsyganenko, 1989) to tune the free model parameters and obtain a best fit to the observations at the given time. The observed magnetic field components at all spacecraft and a proxy of the B-field direction at geostationary spacecraft were used here as the input. The spacecraft configuration on 8 September 2002 is a kind of optimal distribution: the Cluster magnetic measurements outside the plasma sheet allow one to fix the total current, the data from the Polar/Geotail spacecraft pair allow one to control the actual tilt of the current sheet and probe its thickness, and the LANL observations help to fix the inner magnetospheric magnetic field. No data exist at r>17 R E which prevents us from discussing seriously the configuration at far distances where the magnetic reconnection could take place. The version of the adaptive model and the free model parameters used are similar to those described by Kubyshkina et al. (1999) . We varied the tail current intensity, to thin CS locally and to tilt the current sheet. The sequence of the resulting generated models is displayed in Fig. 11 .
The modeling confirms large changes in the magnetotail during the growth phase. The equatorial cross-tail current density started from standard values j ∼5 nA/m 2 (20:00 and 20:20 UT) and increased most of all (by a factor of 5, reaching 25-30 nA/m 2 before the onset) in the transition region probed by the Polar and Geotail spacecraft. The B Z component in the current sheet center decreased, with an indication of local B Z minimum ∼5 nT, formed at 10-12 R E , where the current density reached its highest value. This was probably the region where the tail current density (in absolute values) was maximum in the tail. (1) The modeling reveals the up-down tilts of the current sheet, partly related to the changes in the solar wind vertical flow component (this effect is difficult to explore in our case due to the timing problems in the ACE-Wind comparisons mentioned above and the differences, in the recorded signals at two spacecraft). This explains the temporary exit from the plasma sheet of the Geotail spacecraft between 20:53 and 21:02 UT.
(2) The stretching associated with the growth of the tail current was so strong that at 21:12 UT the point at 6.6 R E distance in the neutral sheet maps to ∼61 • CGLat. This helps to link the observation of distinct soft plasma injection at LANL spacecraft at 21:06 UT (Sect. 2.3) with a weak enhancement of westward electrojet at ∼61 • CGLat, considering them as a manifestation of the same process, described here as the pseudo-breakup. However, due to the small B Z (and small magnetic flux closure) in the current sheet, the transition region also maps very near in latitude, for example, the Polar footpoint at 21:12 UT is only at 62.0 • and the neutral sheet point at 15 R E maps to 62.6 • CGLat.
(3) The magnetospheric location of the main breakup is difficult to establish due to uncertainties in both the observed location of the breakup in the ionosphere and in the mapping (possible uncertainties are roughly estimated to be about 1 • CGLat in both cases). It is difficult to judge from these data for sure whether the breakup should be mapped to the GEO distance or to the midtail.
3.3 Substorm onset timing, interpretation of substorm onset and of the pseudo-breakup
As noticed before, the earliest indication of substorm-onsetrelated variations was detected on Cluster at 21:16:40 UT. At ∼9 R E the corresponding earliest activity sign was the start of sudden plasma sheet expansion at Polar, which was observed at 21:17:40 UT. A one minute time delay over ∼7 R E distance implies the earthward propagation speed of ∼700 km/s. This nicely agrees with the cross-correlation of magnetic variations at the Cluster spacecraft (giving V X =627 km/s), as well as with the ∼500 km/s estimate of the local Alfvén speed evaluated from the δV Z /δB Z ratio (Sect. 2.5). These results, obtained on different scales and/or by different methods, points to the earthward propagation of the disturbance from midtail to the near-Earth region at the substorm onset. Concerning the near-Earth region, the only manifestation of the onset was the drifting electron hole (DEH, Fig. 6 ), which is known to be a negative of ordinary plasma injection (Sergeev et al., 1992b) and is explained by the inward injection of plasma tube in which the energetic particle flux is depleted. (Depleted energetic particle flux as compared to the radiation belt population can be naturally explained by a very low temperature and soft electron spectrum of the plasma sheet (see Sect. 3.5 and also Yahnin et al., 2001 , for similar observations and interpretation). Since the "flux hole" is injected, the "flux hole" then propagates at the electron drift speed, similar to the ordinary injected plasma cloud. The time of its injection to the GEO orbit can be evaluated from this energy dispersed arrival shown in Fig. 6 to be at 21:20 UT. Compared to the earliest signature observed at ∼9 R E , this gives a time delay of 2.5 min over 2.5 R E , which represents a slower propagation speed in the inner region of about 100 km/s. Such a propagation speed is, however, a typical propagation velocity of the dipolarization fronts at these distances, according to the statistical study by Ohtani (1998) , who investigated their timing at two radiallyseparated spacecraft. Summarizing, if we believe in the interpretation of Cluster observations suggested in Sect. 3.1, the timing of plasma sheet phenomena at substorm onset is consistent with inward propagation from the midtail to the transition region and then to GEO orbit with realistic propagation speeds. The discussion in Sect. 3.1 also implies that this disturbance is produced by the impulsive reconnection, so it implies an association of substorm onset with the BBFs (as recently confirmed by Slavin et al., 2002) and points to the modified NENL model (Baker et al., 1996) to organize the observations. The situation looks different concerning the "pseudobreakup" at 21:06 UT. Unfortunately, the observations are less detailed and do not allow one to draw a complete picture for this episode. No considerable auroral brightening was observed by the FUV instruments at the Image spacecraft, and only very weak westward current intensification was inferred from the IMAGE magnetometer data (Fig. 4) , which precludes the more detailed analysis of ground effects. The most distinct is the observation of enhanced fluxes of soft (keV-20 keV) plasma simultaneously at two locations (22:00 and 02:00 LT) at GEO orbit, with enhanced ions (electrons) observed exclusively at 22:00 (02:00) LT. This asymmetry implies a plasma injection somewhere in between these two meridians, somewhere around midnight. However, no significant effects were observed at ∼9 R E near midnight at either Polar or Geotail, suggesting that the most intense portion of the current sheet (in the transition region near midnight) was not disrupted and did not play an active role in generating this injection. Therefore, we cannot rule out the excitation of some instability (like ballooning) in the inner magnetosphere (e.g. Roux et al., 1991) , but it then should be very localized in that region and have no global effects, i.e. should be decoupled from the main portion of the intense current sheet. Alternatively, one still can imagine the earthward intrusion of the reconnected plasma tube from midtail, similar to that observed at the substorm onset, but more localized in Y , so that it could be missed by Polar and Geotail. Supporting evidence for such a version can be the observation of series of anticorrelated δV Z /δB Z variations between 20:53 and 21:05 UT, resembling those during substorm onset, but showing different B Z -component variations at different Cluster spacecraft, see Fig. 9 , which suggests their small scale in Y . Summarizing, we do not think either of these two options for the pseudobreakup mechanism has enough evidence in our observation to be preferred. More studies with similar configurations are thus necessary.
Based on the timing result one may argue (Sect. 3.3) that although the current sheet reached its most stressed state near the transition region (at 10-12 R E , Sect. 3.2), it was not initially disrupted at that particular place at the substorm onset.
The time delay analysis rather shows that the disruption of the most intense near-Earth portion of the intensified current sheet followed after some disturbance (earthward contracting reconnection tube, a kind of BBF) propagated from the midtail into/through that region. Although we could not probe directly the midtail at r>16 R E , from previous experience we believe that a thin current sheet developed there also, so the thinned intensified current sheet is sufficiently long in X (say, from 10 to 30 R E ; see, e.g. Pulkkinen et al., 2000) and mainly its tailward portion is activated. Such asymmetry is consistent with statistical results by Asano et al. (2004) , who showed that the initial current sheet thickness at substorm onset is smaller for cases starting from earthward flow bursts than in cases starting with tailward flow bursts, which implies that magnetic reconnection activated asymmetrically, preferring the tailward portion of the intense current sheet. Such asymmetry, for example, was suggested theoretically by Sitnov et al. (2002) , who considered the influence of transient electron population on the excitation of tearing instability.
Lessons for substorm onset studies in radial configurations
Our examination of one substorm event with favourable distribution of several spacecraft and global control of activity (also complemented with the magnetospheric modeling) shows that removing one of the elements (some spacecraft, or ground/auroral control) can modify (even alternate, see e.g. discussion of the pseudo-breakup observations in previous section) the interpretation. This is why in this paper we prefer to abstain from discussing the substorm onset mechanism based on extensive literature of previous case and statistical studies, thereby waiting for the forthcoming projects in which all necessary elements will be in place (e.g. THEMIS).
Our experience with such rare configuration may, however, suggest some constraints for such types of studies. One important constraint is the necessity of detailed control of the source azimuthal location. An example is the difference between Polar and Geotail observations (separated by only 3 R E in Y and less than ∼1 h MLT in longitude) at the onset, where the plasma energization started a few minutes later at Polar (after 21:26 UT) following the eastward expansion of bright auroras. The good coverage of ionospheric observations expected in the THEMIS project is a type of optimal requirement. Another point of interest is that the Z-separation between the spacecraft probing the transition region should not be too large (3 R E appeared to be close to the thickness of entire current/plasma sheet at 9 R E in out case) to have the opportunity to probe the current density in the central and outer portions of the plasma sheet; here the value of about 1 R E could be evaluated as the preferable separation.
As argued in Sect. 3.1, in the vicinity of reconnection site the spacecraft are most often outside of the thin current sheet. Here we argued that the measurements of lobe plasma convection and magnetic variations can still be a valuable tool to diagnose the reconnection pulses. To prove this remote sensing technique will also be an important challenge for the THEMIS project. A caution is necessary, however, because of large contribution of oxygen ions in that plasma (Fig. 8) if the instruments without mass-discrimination are used.
3.5 Overloading of the tail, importance of plasma sheet state A basic feature of the substorm growth phase, the loading of the magnetic flux and magnetic energy into the magnetotail, is very distinctly observed in our event. Moreover, the amount of lobe magnetic field increase is unusually large. To see this in quantitative terms we can use the empirical model of the lobe field at substorm (unloading) onset, which Shukhtina et al. (2004) obtained based on Geotail measurements in ∼150 substorms with a well-defined unloading phase as a function of spacecraft distance, solar wind pressure and the IMF parameters. For the Cluster distance and given solar wind conditions it predicts a lobe field value at substorm onset of 38 nT (contrasted with 49 nT in our case, Fig. 8 ), whereas for the quiet state the corresponding relationship predicts 31 nT (which is comparable to 34 nT at 20:10 UT). The actual net lobe field increase 15 nT appears to be a factor of 2 larger than predicted, so the energy storage is a factor of 3-4 higher than in the average substorm! The extraordinary large increase in the tail current results in the unusually large equatorward expansion of the auroral oval and unusually low latitude of the substorm onset, at 61-62 • C GLat instead of usual 65-67 • (e.g. Mende et al., 2003) . Although the ground-based observations of the strong growth phase features followed by the insignificant expansion phase have been previously reported (e.g. Pellinen et al., 1982) , the phenomenon of tail overloading by the stored magnetic energy, to our knowledge, was not yet been reported before.
In the standard paradigm the stored energy is explosively dissipated during the substorm expansive phase, so one expects to obtain a strong energy dissipation in the case of large energy storage. This is not the case in our event. The auroral currents were quite modest (peaked at ∼400 nT in AE index and about 400 kA in the westward electrojet at the midnight). Total precipitated energy deposited in the auroral oval on the nightside between 20:00 and 04:00 MLT evaluated from FUV Image observations reached the peak value of ∼34 GW at 21:50 UT, so a net increase in the precipitation rate during the expansion phase (starting from at ∼21:16 UT) was only 13 GW. This is comparable to the increase in the total auroral energy deposited on the nightside of ∼12 GW, obtained in a statistical study of 390 auroral substorms by Newell et al. (2001) ; see their Fig. 14 . Moreover, the standard substorm signature, the injections of energetic (>50 keV) electrons into the inner magnetosphere (Baker et al., 1978) , was practically not observed at all (the injection was soft and did not extend into this energy range).
We suggest these two features, an extraordinary large energy storage and a modest dissipation rate, may be understood together by taking into account that before (and in the course of) the substorm we had a cool and dense plasma sheet (CDPS). Such conditions typically appear after many hours of long periods of northward IMF and low magnetic activity (e.g. Terasawa et al., 1997; Thomsen et al., 2003) , as we had in our case as well as in many cases of well-isolated substorms. In our case the GEO spacecraft and Polar observed n∼1 cm −3 at the beginning of substorm growth, which changed to ∼3 cm −3 at GEO orbit during soft plasma injection at 21:06 UT; at that time the temperature was T i ∼7 keV at 01 A spacecraft. Dense, cool plasma (n∼0.6 cm −3 and T i ∼1 keV) were also observed in the boundary plasma sheet by Cluster prior to its excursion to the lobe.
The influence of plasma sheet parameters on the substorm manifestations was not seriously discussed previously, although it can be very important. It can be realized in a number of ways:
(1) The amount (density) and energy of current carriers influence how much they should be accelerated (by a field-aligned electric potential drop ( ) near the ionosphere) to support the field-aligned currents generated during reconnection and current disruption. In case of n∼1 cm −3 , the Knight conductance Q(j ≈Q ; Q∼n e /T 1/2 e ) is large and less field-aligned acceleration ( ) is required, in contrast to the standard case. This relationship between the hardness of precipitation and the n/T ratio in the plasma sheet was directly confirmed recently by comparing the conjugate precipitation and plasma sheet characteristics . A consequence is that precipitated energy flux is low, and the Hall conductivity and currents increase weakly (in comparison to Pedersen currents, in the case of soft precipitation), therefore only a weak magnetic disturbance can be observed on the ground. (See also Yahnin et al., 2001 , for similar observations.) (2) The soft energy spectrum (small temperature) has little particle flux in the high-energy tails of particle distributions, so no considerable energetic particle flux increase is observed in the CDPS case and the drifting electron holes (rather than ordinary drift-dispersed flux increases) are observed during the injection of plasma tubes into the inner magnetosphere. (See Yahnin et al., 2001 , for other examples and discussion of previous studies.) (3) Supposing that explosive growth of some local current instability is responsible for the substorm onset in the current sheet, one should remember that threshold conditions for the current sheet instabilities are always given in normalized form, with current sheet thickness being normalized to either the ion gyroradius or to the inertial length. Both quantities can be much smaller (by a factor of 3 or more) in the CDPS case, as compared to the average plasma sheet. This means, in the CDPS case, that the current sheet should be thinned until it reaches a much smaller thickness, which takes a longer time. This may partly explain the much stronger loading and larger tail current reached in our case.
(4) The reconnection rate is proportional to the Alfvén speed in the inflow region (i.e. ∼n −1/2 ) and is therefore weak in the CDPS case. This means that after the reconnection was initiated, it proceeded with a smaller (than average) rate until reaching the open field lines (the CDPS after a long quiet period is often very thick, (see, e.g. Terasawa et al., 1997) . This can also contribute to the weakness and gradual appearance of the substorm expansive phase in the CDPS case, as nicely demonstrated by Yahnin et al. (2001) for the 16 November 1995 substorm. On the other hand, the slow dissipation/transfer rate will not compensate the energy/flux transfer into the tail which is dictated by the dayside merging; therefore, the transition from dominant storage to the dominant dissipation (a view of expansion phase onset) will be observed at a later time, helping to accumulate more magnetic flux and energy in the system. Another possible example for features (3) and (4) could be the well-known GEM substorm on 24 November 1996 (e.g. Petrukovich et al., 1999) .
(5) Last but not least, the CDPS case favors a deeper inward penetration (smaller size of Alfvén forbidden region) and less shielding of the convection; therefore, the radial distribution of plasma pressure and plasma current in the near-Earth tail may differ.
To conclude, we emphasize that, together with other factors (IMF variations, etc.) , the density/temperature of the plasma sheet may considerably influence the substorm manifestations and introduce a large variability in the behavior and appearance of the substorms. This could be an important issue to address in future (observation-based and simulation) studies.
Conclusions
Using fortunate radial configuration of ISTP, Cluster, and LANL spacecraft on 8 September 2002, supported by the monitoring of global auroral activity and ionospheric currents, we analysed the development of an isolated substorm which demonstrated both the classic features (textbook example of growth/expansion/recovery phases with unprecedented coverage of all basic regions) and some unusual properties. The unusual aspect was that very strong tail current growth, magnetic energy loading and auroral oval expansion during the growth phase (the phenomenon of tail overloading) had an associated, unproportionally weak dissipation rate (with the absence of energetic particle injections) during the following expansion phase. We argue that the plasma sheet state (density/temperature) can influence the magnetotail dynamics and its ionospheric manifestation in a number of ways and that the cold/dense plasma sheet property in this event can be invoked to explain the weakness of dissipation signatures and the tail overloading observed. Concentrating on the phenomena around the onset we found that basic signatures of substorm (expansion) onset in different phenomena/regions mutually agree and that, although the near-Earth current sheet was strongly thinned and intensified (j ∼30 nA/m 2 ) before the onset, the sequence of events favors the initiation of a substorm in the midtail region with the subsequent involvement of the near-Earth region. The indirect evidence (lobe signatures of earthward-propagating nightside flux transfer events) was the first to be observed, suggesting that the midtail magnetic reconnection could be the parent process.
On the other hand, 12 min prior to this distinct onset, a clear, soft plasma injection to the GEO orbit was recorded which had little associated effects both in the ionosphere and in the transition region at ∼9 R E . This pseudo-breakup was probably due to either (very localized) a ballooning-type activity or due to the braking of very narrow BBF. There is still a large opportunity for various mechanisms or their combinations to be considered, so the problem still waits for systematic studies of observations with THEMIS-like radial spacecraft configurations.
